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The Body Politic
Carolee Schneemann’s naked truths
BY R.C. BAKER

E arly in the documentary 
Breaking the Frame, Carolee
Schneemann (b. 1939) displays
for the camera a headless 
chipmunk; we can infer the

culprit through an abrupt edit from the 
bloody carcass to a cat sunning itself on a 
windowsill. Director Marielle Nitoslaws-
ka’s faith in the power of imagery over 
pedantic exposition rewards the audience 
with a heady catalogue of Schneemann’s 
luscious paintings, expressionistic col-
lages, hand-illustrated journals, visceral 
photographs, and excerpts from her
corporeal films. The chipmunk murder 
occurs in the upstate New York farmhouse
where Schneemann has spent much of her 
adult life; crammed with artworks and 
mementos, it is almost as much a star of 
the documentary as the artist herself.
(She is too forceful a presence to be a mere
subject, and the sometimes murky shots of 
dried-up frogs, animal jawbones, feathers, 
and other preserved fauna that share 
space with her archives can seem like 
props from a psychological thriller.)

Schneemann tells Nitoslawska’s cam-
era how she saved her babysitting money 
to visit an art school in Philadelphia,

where she “smelled heavenly, intoxicating 
oil paint,” experiencing a “delirium of 
something wonderful.” Nitoslawska 
achieves her own form of engaging delir-
ium by marrying kaleidoscopically edited
archival footage with overlapping conver-
sations and an eclectic musical score by 
Schneemann’s onetime lover, the avant-
garde composer James Tenney.

Schneemann began painting seriously 
in the late 1950s, and you can see the influ-
ence of Abstract Expressionism and Robert
Rauschenberg’s formal chaos in her work. 
But, chafing against a misogynist art world 
that, like much of the rest of mid-century 
America, saw women as mothers first, 
homemakers second, and not much be-
yond, Schneemann was restless to move
past the confines of her canvases and “the 
exclusive male avant-garde” to embrace the
desires and torments of the human body.
In Fuses (1965), she painted and layered s
collages upon 16mm film of herself and
Tenney making love. Briefly excerpted 
here, Fuses was a big influence on such mas -
jor contemporaries as Stan Brakhage; 
Schneemann has said that she wanted her 
18-minute tour de force to “put into that 
materiality of film the energies of the body,

so that the film itself dissolves and recom-
bines and is transparent and dense — as 
one feels during lovemaking.” Sumptuous 
and carnal, Fuses was borderline illegal; s
Schneemann tells a laughing audience how 
one of the “kind-of gangsters” who devel-
oped the negatives said of the cunnilingus
scene, “Boy, if I tried that on my wife, she’d 
kick me out to hell.”

Schneemann’s relationships were 
volatile. An abortion she had (illegal at the
time) is addressed in the documentary 
through photos of her and Tenney, a beau-
tiful couple immersed in art, as she nar-
rates: “Simple. Horrible. Profound.” In
1975’s Interior Scroll, she pulled a ribbon
of text from her vagina, including a state-
ment from a male filmmaker: “There are 
certain films/we cannot look at/the per-
sonal clutter/the persistence of feelings/
the hand-touch sensibility/the diaristic

indulgence/the
painterly mess/the
dense gestalt/the 
primitive tech-
niques.” His un-
witting paean to
Schneemann’s gifts 
could also describe
her serial enlarge-

ments of grainy newspaper photos of 
people jumping to their deaths from the 
World Trade towers, splayed figures to
which she ascribes “our own vertiginous 
grief, rage, and sorrow.”

At one point in the film, Schneemann 
sums up her various permutations of 
paint, anger, joy, and naked flesh: “It’s not 
a provocation. I have this sort of naïve 
streak where I think I’m going to show 
them something they need to see.”
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Schneemann’s hands 
across the sky

SUMPTUOUS
AND CARNAL, 
FUSES WAS S
BORDERLINE
ILLEGAL.

Breaking the Frame
Directed by Marielle Nitoslawska

Possible Movements
Opens January 31,

Anthology Film Archives

The Lady From Shanghai
Directed by Orson Welles
Sony Pictures Repertory

Opens January 31, Film Forum

T he cinema of Orson Welles is de-
fined by compromise — by funding
lost, control wrested away, footage 

excised and eradicated. What ought to be
remembered, and what’s so extraordinary, is
that the greatness of his art has survived
these concessions: His films endure even as
fragments of their author’s original vision,
from the incomplete historical sweep of The
Magnificent Ambersons (a masterpiece undis -
minished by its studio-mandated elisions) to
the maimed and malformed Touch of Evil
(assembled posthumously, and imprecisely, 
under guidance of the director’s memo-
randa). The Lady From Shanghai remains an-
other unique case. The cuts and revisions to
which it was subjected by Harry Cohn, then
president of Columbia Pictures, are among
the most extensive ever dealt to a Welles pic-
ture, and it is a tragedy of cinema that the
material expunged will never be recovered.
And yet, for all the violations it suffered, The
Lady From Shanghai seems strangely coheri -
ent in its extant form — or rather, coherently 
incoherent, and in a way that seems quite 
deliberate. Central to the appeal of the film 
is the sensation of unease, of anxiety and 
dread, it so effortlessly conjures. Indeed, it 
suggests noir’s extreme: convolution pushed 
into abstraction, a plot so sinister it is im-
possible to comprehend. CALUM MARSH
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Get ’Er
Done
The To Do List is, at 
least, a welcome start
BY ALAN SCHERSTUHL

L ike first sex, writer-director 
Maggie Carey’s debut feature,
The To Do List, is quick andt
messy, fitfully pleasurable, full
of promise but not quite adept at

getting everyone off. It’s an impossibly 
huge deal yet also a modest achievement,
something we have to go through but that 
will no doubt be improved upon later. Here,
at last, is the first raunchy mainstream
comedy about a young woman’s quest to 
unburden herself of her virginity—with the
foxiest bro in Idaho, no less, a golden lug of 
shirtless flesh our heroine objectifies with 
all the male-gaze brio of Tex Avery’s
Big Bad Wolf pounding his noggin with a 
mallet at Red Riding Hood’s nightclub act.

Except the lust of valedictorian Brandy 
(played by and written for Aubrey Plaza)
is deadpan, held inside, subject to the veto 
of her shame and intelligence. “You feel 
like Marky Mark looks,” she marvels as
she touches the abs of town hunk Rusty 
Waters (Scott Porter) at a graduation-
night kegger, but when she kisses him
she’s helpless, like she’s trying to pick a 
lock with her tongue. That chance 
encounter crashes into drunken movie-
comedy humiliation, but one thing does
firm up nicely: Her resolution to master
sex—and Rusty Waters—before going off 
to college at summer’s end.

That premise is both familiar and fresh.
Unlike the hapless virgins in previous 
losin’-it comedies, Brandy knows she can
get laid without resorting to trickery—she
wants to learn to do it right, to master a skillt
she can’t cram for. (The movie, to its credit, 
never pretends that Plaza doesn’t turn
boys’ heads.) And unlike for the female 
characters in previous sex comedies, sex
for her is a straight-up choice, something 
she offers or refuses according to no agenda 
but her own. This is far from Revenge of the
Nerds, where a costumed geek saves the
day by sneak-fucking a clueless cheer-rr
leader, or from Young Frankenstein, where,
with a song cue, Madeline Kahn’s bride-to-
be celebrates her own rape. 

So, the movie is something of a mile-
stone. It’s also funny enough, at times, to 
be recommendable on its merits alone, 
although there’s something dispiriting 
about its junky look, indifferent pacing, and 
sketch-comedy characterization. Carey 
hails from the Upright Citizens Brigade
sketch and improv scene, and she knows
how to craft a premise and build a joke. Her 
best idea: Overachieving Brandy plots out 
her sex life like a course syllabus, crafting 
a list of things to try before going all the 

way—hand job, blow job, dry-humping. The 
film is set in pre-Google ’93, so Brandy has 
to ask her friends (Alia Shawkat and Sarah
Steele, given one good line apiece) what 
some of these even are—“pearl necklace,”
she presumes, is something a woman does
to a man, something that “sounds elegant.”

The comic high points, of course, are
Brandy’s efforts to engineer these sex acts,
often with her lovesick ex-lab partner, 
Cameron (Johnny Simmons). They build
to crowd-pleasing climaxes, laughter and
literal release. Since we’re so many years 
past There’s Something About Mary—
and Bill Murray getting slimed in Ghost-tt
busters—the eruption of semen is smartly 
played as a goofy triumph rather than an
affront to good taste: Ejaculation is not
the gross-out movies have so often made it;
instead, it’s more like an achievement you
might unlock in a video game. 

Plaza is gutsy and often hilarious, both 
in small moments—nervously steeling her-rr
self for “finger-banging”—and when hand-

jobbing away like she’s trying to loose a 
bottle’s last dab of ketchup. Between the 
sex scenes, though, The To Do List often
flags, especially when Brandy is hanging 
around a local pool where—too conve-
niently—she, Rusty, and Cameron have all
taken jobs. Carey resorts to puke, farts, and
even some weirdly meta shit-eating. She 
also leans hard on ’90s nostalgia, a much 
more meager vein than the boomer r&b 
mined in Animal House and The Blues 
Brothers. Here, the Spin Doctors are played 
as a joke, Big Head Todd is played in
earnest, and 2 Live Crew’s “Me So Horny” 
is an agenda-setting dare. Bill Hader occa-
sionally stops the movie cold with impres-
sions of Eddie Vedder and the neighbor on
Home Improvement. He’s supposed to be
the shiftless manager of a swimming pool,
but when not assailing Brandy for the size
of her breasts—a miserable recurring gag—
he acts like a panelist on VH1.

Brandy has lessons to learn about having 
sex with the right person, about communi-

cating with a partner and not reducing life’s 
richest pleasure to a checklist of acts. It’s
only mid-list that it occurs to her that she
should try masturbation—and discover 
how she likes to be touched. And it’s only in
the end, with a lover who isn’t an experi-
ment, that she discovers that her pleasure
shouldn’t be incidental. 

Brandy’s parents are wonderfully played 
by Connie Britton and Clark Gregg. Gregg, 
as a stern-ish judge, kicks back in bed with
The Way Things Ought to Be, the ’90s best-
seller from slut-shaming man-turd Rush 
Limbaugh. That’s a welcome reminder of 
this silly film’s true seriousness. A lot of bas-
tards out there will hate the idea of young 
women with a fuck-it list—or even enjoying 
sex at all. Fuck ’em, and not in the fun way.

The To Do List
Written and directed by Maggie Carey

CBS Films
Opens July 26
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It only looks like the new TGIF comedy.

The Time Being
Directed by Nenad Cicin-Sain

Tribeca Film
Opens July 26, Quad Cinema

Why are painters such downers
in the popular imagination? 
Is it van Gogh’s bloody ear? 

Soutine’s reeking ox carcasses? The ab-
stract expressionists drinking themselves
to accelerated graves? In The Time Being,gg
director Nenad Cicin-Sain and co-screen-
writer Richard N. Gradstein give us Dan-

iel (Wes Bentley), a depressionist—to coin 
a movement—who paints black-and-
white pictures of rotting fruit. Despite his 
unappealing subject matter, he complains 
about poor sales and becomes estranged 
from his wife, who is fed up with Daniel’s 
moony lassitude. (His roomy studio and 
their spacious California digs won’t win
him sympathy from struggling New York 
City artists.) A mysterious patron, Warner 
(Frank Langella), summons him to film 
sunsets and playing children, and Daniel 
soon realizes that this dying man has an
artistic secret. The characters are as 
leached of tone as the film’s chiaroscuro
sets and grisaille paintings, although Lan-
gella is certainly game, at one point crawl-

ing before a canvas in the baggy pants and 
dirty feet of a Caravaggio figure. Daniel
reconciles with the wife and kid and his
paintings gain color, but Warner’s clichés 
about artistic struggle—“Artists don’t 
have families,” “I’m going to die alone. 
I’m perfectly willing to pay this price”—
leave Daniel’s fresh horizon feeling con-
trived. There is no joy in art’s struggle
here—just crying. The film’s creators 
could learn from Joyce Cary’s novel The 
Horse’s Mouth, wherein fiction’s most 
fully human painter, Gulley Jimson, pro-
claims, “I felt I could paint. As always af-ff
ter a party. Life delights in life. . . . Next 
morning, of course, the canvas looked a 
bit flat. As always after a party.” R.C. BAKER
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Done
The To Do List is, at 
least, a welcome start
BY ALAN SCHERSTUHL

L ike first sex, writer-director 
Maggie Carey’s debut feature,
The To Do List, is quick andt
messy, fitfully pleasurable, full
of promise but not quite adept at

getting everyone off. It’s an impossibly 
huge deal yet also a modest achievement,
something we have to go through but that 
will no doubt be improved upon later. Here,
at last, is the first raunchy mainstream
comedy about a young woman’s quest to 
unburden herself of her virginity—with the
foxiest bro in Idaho, no less, a golden lug of 
shirtless flesh our heroine objectifies with 
all the male-gaze brio of Tex Avery’s
Big Bad Wolf pounding his noggin with a 
mallet at Red Riding Hood’s nightclub act.

Except the lust of valedictorian Brandy 
(played by and written for Aubrey Plaza)
is deadpan, held inside, subject to the veto 
of her shame and intelligence. “You feel 
like Marky Mark looks,” she marvels as
she touches the abs of town hunk Rusty 
Waters (Scott Porter) at a graduation-
night kegger, but when she kisses him
she’s helpless, like she’s trying to pick a 
lock with her tongue. That chance 
encounter crashes into drunken movie-
comedy humiliation, but one thing does
firm up nicely: Her resolution to master
sex—and Rusty Waters—before going off 
to college at summer’s end.

That premise is both familiar and fresh.
Unlike the hapless virgins in previous 
losin’-it comedies, Brandy knows she can
get laid without resorting to trickery—she
wants to learn to do it right, to master a skillt
she can’t cram for. (The movie, to its credit, 
never pretends that Plaza doesn’t turn
boys’ heads.) And unlike for the female 
characters in previous sex comedies, sex
for her is a straight-up choice, something 
she offers or refuses according to no agenda 
but her own. This is far from Revenge of the
Nerds, where a costumed geek saves the
day by sneak-fucking a clueless cheer-rr
leader, or from Young Frankenstein, where,
with a song cue, Madeline Kahn’s bride-to-
be celebrates her own rape. 

So, the movie is something of a mile-
stone. It’s also funny enough, at times, to 
be recommendable on its merits alone, 
although there’s something dispiriting 
about its junky look, indifferent pacing, and 
sketch-comedy characterization. Carey 
hails from the Upright Citizens Brigade
sketch and improv scene, and she knows
how to craft a premise and build a joke. Her 
best idea: Overachieving Brandy plots out 
her sex life like a course syllabus, crafting 
a list of things to try before going all the 

way—hand job, blow job, dry-humping. The 
film is set in pre-Google ’93, so Brandy has 
to ask her friends (Alia Shawkat and Sarah
Steele, given one good line apiece) what 
some of these even are—“pearl necklace,”
she presumes, is something a woman does
to a man, something that “sounds elegant.”

The comic high points, of course, are
Brandy’s efforts to engineer these sex acts,
often with her lovesick ex-lab partner, 
Cameron (Johnny Simmons). They build
to crowd-pleasing climaxes, laughter and
literal release. Since we’re so many years 
past There’s Something About Mary—
and Bill Murray getting slimed in Ghost-tt
busters—the eruption of semen is smartly 
played as a goofy triumph rather than an
affront to good taste: Ejaculation is not
the gross-out movies have so often made it;
instead, it’s more like an achievement you
might unlock in a video game. 

Plaza is gutsy and often hilarious, both 
in small moments—nervously steeling her-rr
self for “finger-banging”—and when hand-

jobbing away like she’s trying to loose a 
bottle’s last dab of ketchup. Between the 
sex scenes, though, The To Do List often
flags, especially when Brandy is hanging 
around a local pool where—too conve-
niently—she, Rusty, and Cameron have all
taken jobs. Carey resorts to puke, farts, and
even some weirdly meta shit-eating. She 
also leans hard on ’90s nostalgia, a much 
more meager vein than the boomer r&b 
mined in Animal House and The Blues 
Brothers. Here, the Spin Doctors are played 
as a joke, Big Head Todd is played in
earnest, and 2 Live Crew’s “Me So Horny” 
is an agenda-setting dare. Bill Hader occa-
sionally stops the movie cold with impres-
sions of Eddie Vedder and the neighbor on
Home Improvement. He’s supposed to be
the shiftless manager of a swimming pool,
but when not assailing Brandy for the size
of her breasts—a miserable recurring gag—
he acts like a panelist on VH1.

Brandy has lessons to learn about having 
sex with the right person, about communi-

cating with a partner and not reducing life’s 
richest pleasure to a checklist of acts. It’s
only mid-list that it occurs to her that she
should try masturbation—and discover 
how she likes to be touched. And it’s only in
the end, with a lover who isn’t an experi-
ment, that she discovers that her pleasure
shouldn’t be incidental. 

Brandy’s parents are wonderfully played 
by Connie Britton and Clark Gregg. Gregg, 
as a stern-ish judge, kicks back in bed with
The Way Things Ought to Be, the ’90s best-
seller from slut-shaming man-turd Rush 
Limbaugh. That’s a welcome reminder of 
this silly film’s true seriousness. A lot of bas-
tards out there will hate the idea of young 
women with a fuck-it list—or even enjoying 
sex at all. Fuck ’em, and not in the fun way.
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The Time Being
Directed by Nenad Cicin-Sain

Tribeca Film
Opens July 26, Quad Cinema

Why are painters such downers
in the popular imagination? 
Is it van Gogh’s bloody ear? 

Soutine’s reeking ox carcasses? The ab-
stract expressionists drinking themselves
to accelerated graves? In The Time Being,gg
director Nenad Cicin-Sain and co-screen-
writer Richard N. Gradstein give us Dan-

iel (Wes Bentley), a depressionist—to coin 
a movement—who paints black-and-
white pictures of rotting fruit. Despite his 
unappealing subject matter, he complains 
about poor sales and becomes estranged 
from his wife, who is fed up with Daniel’s 
moony lassitude. (His roomy studio and 
their spacious California digs won’t win
him sympathy from struggling New York 
City artists.) A mysterious patron, Warner 
(Frank Langella), summons him to film 
sunsets and playing children, and Daniel 
soon realizes that this dying man has an
artistic secret. The characters are as 
leached of tone as the film’s chiaroscuro
sets and grisaille paintings, although Lan-
gella is certainly game, at one point crawl-

ing before a canvas in the baggy pants and 
dirty feet of a Caravaggio figure. Daniel
reconciles with the wife and kid and his
paintings gain color, but Warner’s clichés 
about artistic struggle—“Artists don’t 
have families,” “I’m going to die alone. 
I’m perfectly willing to pay this price”—
leave Daniel’s fresh horizon feeling con-
trived. There is no joy in art’s struggle
here—just crying. The film’s creators 
could learn from Joyce Cary’s novel The 
Horse’s Mouth, wherein fiction’s most 
fully human painter, Gulley Jimson, pro-
claims, “I felt I could paint. As always af-ff
ter a party. Life delights in life. . . . Next 
morning, of course, the canvas looked a 
bit flat. As always after a party.” R.C. BAKER
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Done
The To Do List is, at 
least, a welcome start
BY ALAN SCHERSTUHL

L ike first sex, writer-director 
Maggie Carey’s debut feature,
The To Do List, is quick andt
messy, fitfully pleasurable, full
of promise but not quite adept at

getting everyone off. It’s an impossibly 
huge deal yet also a modest achievement,
something we have to go through but that 
will no doubt be improved upon later. Here,
at last, is the first raunchy mainstream
comedy about a young woman’s quest to 
unburden herself of her virginity—with the
foxiest bro in Idaho, no less, a golden lug of 
shirtless flesh our heroine objectifies with 
all the male-gaze brio of Tex Avery’s
Big Bad Wolf pounding his noggin with a 
mallet at Red Riding Hood’s nightclub act.

Except the lust of valedictorian Brandy 
(played by and written for Aubrey Plaza)
is deadpan, held inside, subject to the veto 
of her shame and intelligence. “You feel 
like Marky Mark looks,” she marvels as
she touches the abs of town hunk Rusty 
Waters (Scott Porter) at a graduation-
night kegger, but when she kisses him
she’s helpless, like she’s trying to pick a 
lock with her tongue. That chance 
encounter crashes into drunken movie-
comedy humiliation, but one thing does
firm up nicely: Her resolution to master
sex—and Rusty Waters—before going off 
to college at summer’s end.

That premise is both familiar and fresh.
Unlike the hapless virgins in previous 
losin’-it comedies, Brandy knows she can
get laid without resorting to trickery—she
wants to learn to do it right, to master a skillt
she can’t cram for. (The movie, to its credit, 
never pretends that Plaza doesn’t turn
boys’ heads.) And unlike for the female 
characters in previous sex comedies, sex
for her is a straight-up choice, something 
she offers or refuses according to no agenda 
but her own. This is far from Revenge of the
Nerds, where a costumed geek saves the
day by sneak-fucking a clueless cheer-rr
leader, or from Young Frankenstein, where,
with a song cue, Madeline Kahn’s bride-to-
be celebrates her own rape. 

So, the movie is something of a mile-
stone. It’s also funny enough, at times, to 
be recommendable on its merits alone, 
although there’s something dispiriting 
about its junky look, indifferent pacing, and 
sketch-comedy characterization. Carey 
hails from the Upright Citizens Brigade
sketch and improv scene, and she knows
how to craft a premise and build a joke. Her 
best idea: Overachieving Brandy plots out 
her sex life like a course syllabus, crafting 
a list of things to try before going all the 

way—hand job, blow job, dry-humping. The 
film is set in pre-Google ’93, so Brandy has 
to ask her friends (Alia Shawkat and Sarah
Steele, given one good line apiece) what 
some of these even are—“pearl necklace,”
she presumes, is something a woman does
to a man, something that “sounds elegant.”

The comic high points, of course, are
Brandy’s efforts to engineer these sex acts,
often with her lovesick ex-lab partner, 
Cameron (Johnny Simmons). They build
to crowd-pleasing climaxes, laughter and
literal release. Since we’re so many years 
past There’s Something About Mary—
and Bill Murray getting slimed in Ghost-tt
busters—the eruption of semen is smartly 
played as a goofy triumph rather than an
affront to good taste: Ejaculation is not
the gross-out movies have so often made it;
instead, it’s more like an achievement you
might unlock in a video game. 

Plaza is gutsy and often hilarious, both 
in small moments—nervously steeling her-rr
self for “finger-banging”—and when hand-

jobbing away like she’s trying to loose a 
bottle’s last dab of ketchup. Between the 
sex scenes, though, The To Do List often
flags, especially when Brandy is hanging 
around a local pool where—too conve-
niently—she, Rusty, and Cameron have all
taken jobs. Carey resorts to puke, farts, and
even some weirdly meta shit-eating. She 
also leans hard on ’90s nostalgia, a much 
more meager vein than the boomer r&b 
mined in Animal House and The Blues 
Brothers. Here, the Spin Doctors are played 
as a joke, Big Head Todd is played in
earnest, and 2 Live Crew’s “Me So Horny” 
is an agenda-setting dare. Bill Hader occa-
sionally stops the movie cold with impres-
sions of Eddie Vedder and the neighbor on
Home Improvement. He’s supposed to be
the shiftless manager of a swimming pool,
but when not assailing Brandy for the size
of her breasts—a miserable recurring gag—
he acts like a panelist on VH1.

Brandy has lessons to learn about having 
sex with the right person, about communi-

cating with a partner and not reducing life’s 
richest pleasure to a checklist of acts. It’s
only mid-list that it occurs to her that she
should try masturbation—and discover 
how she likes to be touched. And it’s only in
the end, with a lover who isn’t an experi-
ment, that she discovers that her pleasure
shouldn’t be incidental. 

Brandy’s parents are wonderfully played 
by Connie Britton and Clark Gregg. Gregg, 
as a stern-ish judge, kicks back in bed with
The Way Things Ought to Be, the ’90s best-
seller from slut-shaming man-turd Rush 
Limbaugh. That’s a welcome reminder of 
this silly film’s true seriousness. A lot of bas-
tards out there will hate the idea of young 
women with a fuck-it list—or even enjoying 
sex at all. Fuck ’em, and not in the fun way.
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Written and directed by Maggie Carey

CBS Films
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It only looks like the new TGIF comedy.

The Time Being
Directed by Nenad Cicin-Sain

Tribeca Film
Opens July 26, Quad Cinema

Why are painters such downers
in the popular imagination? 
Is it van Gogh’s bloody ear? 

Soutine’s reeking ox carcasses? The ab-
stract expressionists drinking themselves
to accelerated graves? In The Time Being,gg
director Nenad Cicin-Sain and co-screen-
writer Richard N. Gradstein give us Dan-

iel (Wes Bentley), a depressionist—to coin 
a movement—who paints black-and-
white pictures of rotting fruit. Despite his 
unappealing subject matter, he complains 
about poor sales and becomes estranged 
from his wife, who is fed up with Daniel’s 
moony lassitude. (His roomy studio and 
their spacious California digs won’t win
him sympathy from struggling New York 
City artists.) A mysterious patron, Warner 
(Frank Langella), summons him to film 
sunsets and playing children, and Daniel 
soon realizes that this dying man has an
artistic secret. The characters are as 
leached of tone as the film’s chiaroscuro
sets and grisaille paintings, although Lan-
gella is certainly game, at one point crawl-

ing before a canvas in the baggy pants and 
dirty feet of a Caravaggio figure. Daniel
reconciles with the wife and kid and his
paintings gain color, but Warner’s clichés 
about artistic struggle—“Artists don’t 
have families,” “I’m going to die alone. 
I’m perfectly willing to pay this price”—
leave Daniel’s fresh horizon feeling con-
trived. There is no joy in art’s struggle
here—just crying. The film’s creators 
could learn from Joyce Cary’s novel The 
Horse’s Mouth, wherein fiction’s most 
fully human painter, Gulley Jimson, pro-
claims, “I felt I could paint. As always af-ff
ter a party. Life delights in life. . . . Next 
morning, of course, the canvas looked a 
bit flat. As always after a party.” R.C. BAKER
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Get ’Er
Done
The To Do List is, at 
least, a welcome start
BY ALAN SCHERSTUHL

L ike first sex, writer-director 
Maggie Carey’s debut feature,
The To Do List, is quick andt
messy, fitfully pleasurable, full
of promise but not quite adept at

getting everyone off. It’s an impossibly 
huge deal yet also a modest achievement,
something we have to go through but that 
will no doubt be improved upon later. Here,
at last, is the first raunchy mainstream
comedy about a young woman’s quest to 
unburden herself of her virginity—with the
foxiest bro in Idaho, no less, a golden lug of 
shirtless flesh our heroine objectifies with 
all the male-gaze brio of Tex Avery’s
Big Bad Wolf pounding his noggin with a 
mallet at Red Riding Hood’s nightclub act.

Except the lust of valedictorian Brandy 
(played by and written for Aubrey Plaza)
is deadpan, held inside, subject to the veto 
of her shame and intelligence. “You feel 
like Marky Mark looks,” she marvels as
she touches the abs of town hunk Rusty 
Waters (Scott Porter) at a graduation-
night kegger, but when she kisses him
she’s helpless, like she’s trying to pick a 
lock with her tongue. That chance 
encounter crashes into drunken movie-
comedy humiliation, but one thing does
firm up nicely: Her resolution to master
sex—and Rusty Waters—before going off 
to college at summer’s end.

That premise is both familiar and fresh.
Unlike the hapless virgins in previous 
losin’-it comedies, Brandy knows she can
get laid without resorting to trickery—she
wants to learn to do it right, to master a skillt
she can’t cram for. (The movie, to its credit, 
never pretends that Plaza doesn’t turn
boys’ heads.) And unlike for the female 
characters in previous sex comedies, sex
for her is a straight-up choice, something 
she offers or refuses according to no agenda 
but her own. This is far from Revenge of the
Nerds, where a costumed geek saves the
day by sneak-fucking a clueless cheer-rr
leader, or from Young Frankenstein, where,
with a song cue, Madeline Kahn’s bride-to-
be celebrates her own rape. 

So, the movie is something of a mile-
stone. It’s also funny enough, at times, to 
be recommendable on its merits alone, 
although there’s something dispiriting 
about its junky look, indifferent pacing, and 
sketch-comedy characterization. Carey 
hails from the Upright Citizens Brigade
sketch and improv scene, and she knows
how to craft a premise and build a joke. Her 
best idea: Overachieving Brandy plots out 
her sex life like a course syllabus, crafting 
a list of things to try before going all the 

way—hand job, blow job, dry-humping. The 
film is set in pre-Google ’93, so Brandy has 
to ask her friends (Alia Shawkat and Sarah
Steele, given one good line apiece) what 
some of these even are—“pearl necklace,”
she presumes, is something a woman does
to a man, something that “sounds elegant.”

The comic high points, of course, are
Brandy’s efforts to engineer these sex acts,
often with her lovesick ex-lab partner, 
Cameron (Johnny Simmons). They build
to crowd-pleasing climaxes, laughter and
literal release. Since we’re so many years 
past There’s Something About Mary—
and Bill Murray getting slimed in Ghost-tt
busters—the eruption of semen is smartly 
played as a goofy triumph rather than an
affront to good taste: Ejaculation is not
the gross-out movies have so often made it;
instead, it’s more like an achievement you
might unlock in a video game. 

Plaza is gutsy and often hilarious, both 
in small moments—nervously steeling her-rr
self for “finger-banging”—and when hand-

jobbing away like she’s trying to loose a 
bottle’s last dab of ketchup. Between the 
sex scenes, though, The To Do List often
flags, especially when Brandy is hanging 
around a local pool where—too conve-
niently—she, Rusty, and Cameron have all
taken jobs. Carey resorts to puke, farts, and
even some weirdly meta shit-eating. She 
also leans hard on ’90s nostalgia, a much 
more meager vein than the boomer r&b 
mined in Animal House and The Blues 
Brothers. Here, the Spin Doctors are played 
as a joke, Big Head Todd is played in
earnest, and 2 Live Crew’s “Me So Horny” 
is an agenda-setting dare. Bill Hader occa-
sionally stops the movie cold with impres-
sions of Eddie Vedder and the neighbor on
Home Improvement. He’s supposed to be
the shiftless manager of a swimming pool,
but when not assailing Brandy for the size
of her breasts—a miserable recurring gag—
he acts like a panelist on VH1.

Brandy has lessons to learn about having 
sex with the right person, about communi-

cating with a partner and not reducing life’s 
richest pleasure to a checklist of acts. It’s
only mid-list that it occurs to her that she
should try masturbation—and discover 
how she likes to be touched. And it’s only in
the end, with a lover who isn’t an experi-
ment, that she discovers that her pleasure
shouldn’t be incidental. 

Brandy’s parents are wonderfully played 
by Connie Britton and Clark Gregg. Gregg, 
as a stern-ish judge, kicks back in bed with
The Way Things Ought to Be, the ’90s best-
seller from slut-shaming man-turd Rush 
Limbaugh. That’s a welcome reminder of 
this silly film’s true seriousness. A lot of bas-
tards out there will hate the idea of young 
women with a fuck-it list—or even enjoying 
sex at all. Fuck ’em, and not in the fun way.
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soon realizes that this dying man has an
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ing before a canvas in the baggy pants and 
dirty feet of a Caravaggio figure. Daniel
reconciles with the wife and kid and his
paintings gain color, but Warner’s clichés 
about artistic struggle—“Artists don’t 
have families,” “I’m going to die alone. 
I’m perfectly willing to pay this price”—
leave Daniel’s fresh horizon feeling con-
trived. There is no joy in art’s struggle
here—just crying. The film’s creators 
could learn from Joyce Cary’s novel The 
Horse’s Mouth, wherein fiction’s most 
fully human painter, Gulley Jimson, pro-
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